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Version is a free software
that can locate and

identify the eye and iris.
The iris of each eye is

unique. No two irises are
alike in their

mathematical
detail--even between
identical twins and
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triplets or between one's
own left and right eyes.

Unlike the retina,
however, it is clearly

visible from a distance,
allowing easy image
acquisition without
intrusion. The iris

remains stable
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throughout one's
lifetime, barring rare

disease or trauma. The
random patterns of the

iris are the equivalent of
a complex "human

barcode," created by a
tangled meshwork of
connective tissue and
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other visible features.
The iris recognition
process begins with
video-based image

acquisition that locates
the eye and iris. The

boundaries of the pupil
and iris are defined,
eyelid occlusion and
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specular reflection are
discounted, and quality
of image is determined
for processing. The iris

pattern is processed and
encoded into a record (or

"template"), which is
stored and used for

recognition when a live
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iris is presented for
comparison. Half of the

information in the record
digitally describes the
features of the iris, the
other half of the record

controls the comparison,
eliminating specular

reflection, eyelid droop,
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eyelashes, etc. A
biometric system

provides automatic
identification of an

individual based on a
unique feature or

characteristic possessed
by the individual. Iris

recognition is regarded
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as the most reliable and
accurate biometric

identification system
available. Most
commercial iris

recognition systems use
patented algorithms

developed by Daugman,
and these algorithms are
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able to produce perfect
recognition rates.

However, published
results have usually been

produced under
favourable conditions,

and there have been no
independent trials of the

technology. The iris
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recognition system
consists of an automatic

segmentation system
that is based on the

Hough transform, and is
able to localise the

circular iris and pupil
region, occluding eyelids

and eyelashes, and
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reflections. The extracted
iris region was then
normalised into a

rectangular block with
constant dimensions to

account for imaging
inconsistencies. Finally,
the phase data from 1D

Log-Gabor filters was
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extracted and quantised
to four levels to encode

the unique pattern of the
iris into a bit-wise

biometric template. The
Hamming distance was

employed for
classification of iris
templates, and two
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templates were found to
match if a test of

statistical independence
was failed. The system
performed with perfect

recognition on a set of 75
eye images; however,
tests on another set of
624 images resulted in
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false accept and
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are alike in their
mathematical

detail--even between
identical twins and

triplets or between one's
own left and right eyes.

Unlike the retina,
however, it is clearly
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visible from a distance,
allowing easy image
acquisition without
intrusion. The iris

remains stable
throughout one's

lifetime, barring rare
disease or trauma. The
random patterns of the
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iris are the equivalent of
a complex "human

barcode," created by a
tangled meshwork of
connective tissue and
other visible features.

The iris recognition
process begins with
video-based image
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acquisition that locates
the eye and iris. The

boundaries of the pupil
and iris are defined,
eyelid occlusion and

specular reflection are
discounted, and quality
of image is determined
for processing. The iris
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pattern is processed and
encoded into a record (or

"template"), which is
stored and used for

recognition when a live
iris is presented for

comparison. Half of the
information in the record

digitally describes the
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features of the iris, the
other half of the record

controls the comparison,
eliminating specular

reflection, eyelid droop,
eyelashes, etc. A
biometric system

provides automatic
identification of an
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individual based on a
unique feature or

characteristic possessed
by the individual. Iris

recognition is regarded
as the most reliable and

accurate biometric
identification system

available. Most
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Recognition System
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developed by Daugman,
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able to produce perfect
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However, published
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results have usually been
produced under

favourable conditions,
and there have been no
independent trials of the

technology. The iris
recognition system

consists of an automatic
segmentation system
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that is based on the
Hough transform, and is

able to localise the
circular iris and pupil

region, occluding eyelids
and eyelashes, and

reflections. The extracted
iris region was then
normalised into a
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rectangular block with
constant dimensions to

account for imaging
inconsistencies. Finally,
the phase data from 1D

Log-Gabor filters was
extracted and quantised
to four levels to encode

the unique pattern of the
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iris into a bit-wise
biometric template. The
Hamming distance was

employed for
classification of iris
templates, and two

templates were found to
match if a test of

statistical independence
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was failed. The system
performed with perfect

recognition on a set of 75
eye images; however,
tests on another set of
624 images resulted in

false accept and
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Iris recognition system
used for identification
purpose. Iris recognition
system is widely used in
retail industry or banking
industry to identify
customer. Some iris
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recognition usage
purpose: ￭ Seamless
integration for
independent
implementation of an iris
biometric system ￭
Integration into the
customer verification
process ￭ Non-intrusive.
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Iris Recognition System
Implementation Steps: ￭
The default program is
IDT (Iris Recognition
Tool), and an intelligent
GUI on top of it. The GUI
is linked to the
underlying system. ￭ The
IDT can be downloaded
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from the following
address: ￭ The underline
system include logic file,
template file, and file list.
The images are to be
used without any
additional processing and
are treated as raw
images. The images are
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typically taken using a
consumer camera. The
sample images are
generally taken in a well-
controlled environment,
such as a retina
specialist's office, where
the lighting conditions
are consistent and there
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are no shadows or
reflections of the iris. The
iris recognition system is
currently running in
Matlab R14. The iris
recognition system, is a
stand alone application,
can be implemented in
any language that is
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based on data processing
and programming
languages. The
application code depends
on the environment. The
application is running in
Matlab environment and
the program is executed
with Matlab run-time. The
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underline program logic
file and template file are
process in Matlab
processor. The target
images need to be JPEG
images with size of
512*512 and 8-bit
grayscale. The resolution
of the image can be
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increased if we are
looking for a better
recognition rate. The
template file needs to be
uncompressed, the
uncompressed format
used by the recognition
system is ZIP format. Iris
Recognition System
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Image Iris Recognition
System Template The iris
recognition system is
developed by Prof. Udo
Rudolph, Department of
Computer Science,
University of Bremen,
Germany. The iris
recognition system is not
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patented. Any
information presented
here which includes
either the product
names, logos, or
trademarks owned by the
third party have been
provided by the
respective owners and
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are used only for the
purpose of presenting
information together with
this documentation. The
use of such information is
in no way intended to
convey or suggest any
endorsement of the
product by the third
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party. 30

What's New in the?

￭ Iris recognition is one
of the most widely used
biometric technologies
because it is highly
reliable and easy to
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implement. In addition to
its strength, security and
ease of use, it is one of
the fastest biometric
technologies available
today. ￭ With its
exceptional performance
and strong integration
capability, Iris
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recognition is widely
used for identification,
verification and forensic
applications. ￭ It is a
passive system and
therefore does not pose a
threat to the user's
privacy. ￭ It is robust,
and therefore extremely
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reliable; it can be
accurately deployed in
environments that are
sensitive to
electromagnetic noise. ￭
The iris recognition
technology can be easily
embedded in a wide
range of products,
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including hand-held
devices, cars and airport
gates, and it provides
strong security protection
for valuable information.
￭ It performs highly
accurately in a face-off,
cross-species and low-
contrast scenarios, which
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are extremely difficult for
other biometric
technologies. ￭ Its low
cost and ease of use has
made it a desirable
biometric technology for
a wide range of
applications. Commercial
Offering: ￭ The
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automated iris
recognition system
provides a vast array of
applications, such as: ￭ e-
Government ￭ Access
Control ￭ Telephone and
Mobile Banking ￭
Automotive Security ￭
Alarm Systems ￭ Public
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Safety ￭ Commerical
Logistics and Transport ￭
Entertainment ￭ Cards
and other Payment ￭
Biometric Identification ￭
Anti-Counterfeiting ￭
Access control for
Medical and Health-Care
Systems ￭ Financial
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Systems ￭ National and
Global Security ￭
Entertainment ￭ Financial
￭ Cards and other
Payment ￭ Biometric
Identification ￭ Anti-
Counterfeiting ￭ Access
control for Medical and
Health-Care Systems ￭
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Financial Systems ￭
National and Global
Security ￭ Biometric
Identification ￭ Anti-
Counterfeiting ￭ Access
control for Medical and
Health-Care Systems ￭
Biometric Identification ￭
Anti-Counterfeiting ￭
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Access control for
Medical and Health-Care
Systems ￭ Biometric
Identification ￭ Anti-
Counterfeiting ￭ Access
control for Medical and
Health-Care Systems ￭
Biometric
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System Requirements For Iris Recognition System:

** Operating System:
Vista, Windows 7, 8, 10
** Processor: 2.0 GHz
Intel Core i5 or AMD
Phenom II Dual-Core or
higher, or 2.4 GHz or
higher Intel Core i3 or
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AMD Athlon Dual Core or
higher ** Memory: 1 GB
RAM ** DirectX 9.0c **
Hard Disk Space: 500 MB
available space required,
installed size 6.6 GB
(recommended),
additional free space
required if installing
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programs ** DirectX:
Version 9.0c ** Sound
Card:
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